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Abstract

Stress tests have become an integral tool for banks’ risk management 

practices as well as for financial stability assessments by central banks. 

But there has been no debate about the objectives of stress tests, even 

though an understanding of those is essential when building and evalu-

ating stress testing models. This paper identifies three main objectives: 

validation, decision making and communication. And it shows that differ-

ent objectives lead to different and possibly conflicting priorities for model 

design. In the light of this discussion modelling choices are assessed and 

two main challenges for stress testing models are discussed: data limita-

tions and the endogeneity of risk.

Keywords: stress tests, objectives, macro feedbacks, endogenous 

behaviour, liquidity risk, non-linearities

Introduction

The initiation of the Financial Stability Assessment Programmes by the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank in 1999 brought 

stress tests to the forefront of financial stability modelling. Most major 

central banks in the world have now their own financial stability (FS) 

stress testing model or are in the process of developing one. Stress tests 

are also an integral part of banks’ risk management practices. This wide-

spread use of stress tests has lead to an emergence of a rough consensus 

about the model structure of stress tests. For FS stress tests there also 

seems a broad agreement that the value added from stress tests is derived 
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from “an integrated forward looking perspective, a focus on the finan-

cial system as a whole and a uniform approach to the assessment of risk 

exposures across institutions” (p.3, IMF and World Bank, 2003). There-

fore, a best practice guide to building stress testing models should be eas-

ily established.

This is not the case. As any other model, stress tests can only cap-

ture reality in a stylised fashion. Model builders therefore have to make 

choices on what is essential, what can be represented in a reduced form 

fashion and what can be ignored. To do this, it is necessary to understand 

the ultimate objective of the model. It is surprising that there has been 

little to no debate about this issue. In the first section of the paper I, 

therefore, provide an overview over different objectives. And I show how 

they translate into different model requirements which can sometimes be 

conflicting. In the light of this discussion, I explore how objectives shape 

modelling choices. One of the key objectives of FS stress tests is to cap-

ture the impact of severe (yet plausible) shocks on the whole financial 

system. So far, this has not been possible as modellers face two important 

challenges: data limitations and the endogeneity of risk. These issues are 

discussed in the third section of the paper, where I will also highlight pos-

sibilities to start addressing these challenges. 

A first distinguishing factor when discussing stress testing objectives 

is whether they are run for internal or external purposes. This already 

implies different model requirements. Whereas external models have to 

focus on the target audience, internal models have to be understood and 

accepted by senior management. As the background and risk manage-

ment culture differs across institution – especially when comparing com-

mercial and central banks – stress testing models have to reflect these vari-

ations. For internal purposes, two broad objectives can be distinguished. 

The first is validation, when stress tests are used to assess for example the 

robustness of capital models. But, the ultimate internal objective is deci-

sion making. For private banks, stress testing results may feed into capital 

decision or business planning and central bank use them as input into the 

supervisory dialog or for assessing FS vulnerabilities. But for many non-

supervisory central banks, the main objective is not internal but external 

communication.

Communication, decision making and validation all lead to differ-

ent model requirements. For the latter two, model accuracy and forecast 

performance are essential. Whilst these characteristics are important they 

may not be overriding priorities for communication, which requires pri-

marily that the model is transparent and suitable for storytelling. Unfor-

tunately, transparency, the suitability for storytelling, model accuracy, 

forecast performance and other priorities cannot always be achieved 
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equally well within the same model. For example, it is well known that 

simple models such as autoregressive specifications may even outperform 

the true model with respect to forecast performance (see Clements and 

Hendry, 1998). But, autoregressive specifications are certainly not granu-

lar enough for policy evaluation or communication. Understanding these 

trade-offs for different model specification is not easy and ultimately 

depends on the objective. This is not only important for modellers when 

designing the stress testing framework but also for policy makers. It is 

not enough to call for more stress testing but it is also important to know 

what should ultimately be achieved with the stress test results.

Notwithstanding that objectives are different for different stress tests 

current models share very much a common structure. As pointed out by 

Summer (2007) this structure is rooted in the quantitative risk manage-

ment framework. The quantitative risk management framework can be 

characterised as a model chain starting with a specific shock to system-

atic risk factors (e.g. stock market returns or macroeconomic variables), 

followed by a modelled data generating process which captures how 

systematic risk drivers interact between each other and across time, and 

finally a model computing how systematic risk drivers impact onto the 

specific risk measure for exposures (e.g. value at risk). Without undertak-

ing a full survey of the literature (for this see Sorge and Virolainen, 2006 

or ECB, 2006) , the main theme throughout my discussion in Section 2 is 

that different model choices are available, but that data availability and 

the main objective are the key determinants in choosing an appropriate 

set-up at each point along the model chain.

However, any stress testing modeller will meet important challenges. 

Most of them are well understood (see ECB, 2006), but because of their 

complexity, limited progress has been made. In Section 3, I discuss the 

two biggest problems: data and the endogeneity of risk. I argue that data 

limitations imply that stress testing models are not always econometrically 

robust, something which should be reflected when communicating the 

results, e.g. by confidence intervals or by reporting results with differ-

ent assumptions. That said stress tests can also be used to address data 

limitations. This is actually frequently done, for example, when modellers 

do not observe sufficient data to econometrically model the link between 

risk factors and outcome they may just set values to extreme levels. If the 

objective is validating the robustness of the capital model, this may be 

sufficient. If it is communication, it may not as such a stress test does not 

reveal key parts of the transmission from shock to impact.

It seems to me that when policy makers call for more stress test-

ing they implicitly call for modelling risk endogenously. Endogenous risk 

is due to endogenous behavioural reactions by agents in the economy 
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including the policy maker. Modelling endogenous behaviour is an 

important step in addressing issues currently not captured in any satisfac-

tory fashion. For example, current stress tests assume that banks will be 

passive in light of the stress event and not change their exposures. And 

central banks are also assumed to act in a mechanical fashion. I discuss, 

further, how endogenous behaviour can lead to liquidity risk and macro 

feedbacks. Finally, the endogeneity of risk can imply non-linearities in the 

model of the data generating process, something often mentioned by 

policy makers without further specifying what it really means.

The aim of the Section 3 of this paper is not only to highlight these 

problems but also to point to possible solutions. But it is apparent that 

modelling the endogeneity of risk is the key challenge for improving stress 

testing models. The remainder of the article is structured as follows. Sec-

tion 1 discusses the objectives of stress testing. Section 2 elaborates on 

the common structure of current stress testing models and explores how 

objectives shape modelling choices. Section 3 highlights important chal-

lenges and some possibilities to address them. Section 4 discusses the 

possible next steps and Section 5 concludes.

1 Objectives of stress tests

It is clear that the objective should be the guiding force in shaping the 

design of any model. In the context of macro models Smith (1998, 2007) 

provides an excellent discussion about different objectives and how differ-

ent objectives can imply conflicting priorities when building a model. This 

also applies to stress testing models. A stylised summary of objectives for 

private banks (PB) and central banks (CB) is given in Figure 1, which also 

shows the model requirements different objectives imply.

Whilst many empirical models in the academic literature are built to 

evaluate economic theory, stress tests are always forecasting exercises. 

However, the focus of the forecasting exercise is not the mean expected 

outcome over a specific horizon but the impact of a severe, yet plausi-

ble stress event. The results of these forecasting exercises are then used 

internally or externally, with different implications for model design. For 

external use the model has to be understood by the target audience. If it 

is mainly used for internal purposes the model structure has to reflect the 

(risk) management culture of the organisation. Otherwise it is not taken 

seriously by senior management and thus the model will be ineffective. 

It is obvious that risk management cultures are different for different 

institutions, and hence models across institutions should differ as well. 

As indicated in the introduction, PBs and CBs differ significantly in this 

respect. This can explain some of the difficulties which arise in discussions 
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between these two parties. PBs approach stress testing from a risk man-

agement perspective which is based on finance theory, mathematics and 

statistics. The majority of senior central bankers on the other hand have 

a macroeconomic background and therefore require that stress tests take 

fundamental macroeconomic forces into account. Given different objec-

tives and the state of the macro-finance literature, it is clear that these 

approaches are not easily integrated and/or comparable, which explains 

some of the problems for the implementations of stress tests under Basel 

II. But this point should also be kept in mind, when PBs and CBs engage 

in discussions about stress testing.

For internal purposes, stress tests are often used as validation tools (van 

Lelyveld, 2006; CGFS, 2005). For example, historical stress tests can offer 

insights whether the 99th confidence interval indicated by a capital model 

may be correct or not. Here model accuracy is at a premium. But the ulti-

mate objective, even for stress tests run for validation purposes, is always 

decision making. For example, PBs draw heavily on stress tests when 

setting capital, trading limits or the risk appetite of the bank (e.g. see 

BCBS, 2006, CGFS, 2005, or CRMPG II, 2005). For these exercises, similar 

models are often used as for the day-to-day risk management to ensure 

comparability of results. Therefore, the forecast performance of the model 

is essential. However, if the stress test is used for long term business plan-

ning it may be more important that the model covers the relevant ques-

Figure 1. Objectives and model requirements

Decision Making (CB & PB)
• Forecast performance
• Tractable
• Covers relevant question

• Suitable for story telling
• Tractable and transparent

Stress Test

• Understood and accepted 
 by target audience 

• Understood and accepted
 by senior management 

Internal External

Validation (CB & PB)

Communication (CB)

• Model accuracy
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tions and is tractable so that senior management can actively engage in 

analysing different scenarios.1

Similar to PBs, CBs use stress tests to guide their own policy decision 

making when for example judging the relative importance of different 

FS vulnerabilities (Haldane et al. 2007). Stress tests can also feed into the 

supervisory decision making process. At a very simple level, FS stress tests 

can act as a cross-check of PBs’ individual stress test results. The IMF and 

the World Bank (2003) see this as an important benefit of country wide 

stress tests as they provide a benchmark which is based on a consistent 

methodology and hence easily comparable. But the use of FS stress tests 

can go further than that. Given their structure, most stress tests simulate 

the riskiness of individual PBs before aggregating the results to the system 

level. The first stages can, therefore, provide some indications about weak 

PBs. Hence, the stress test can be potentially an additional off-site super-

visory tool, which can be used for internal as well as external purposes, 

e.g. when deciding where to focus supervisory attention or when engag-

ing with PBs in the supervisory dialog. Again different decision making 

processes imply different priorities for model design. For analysing FS it 

may be most important that the model captures the broad picture of vul-

nerabilities, whilst for supervisory purposes model accuracy and forecast 

performance for stress tests run at portfolio level are essential.

The main objective, especially for non-supervisory CBs, is not inter-

nal but external communication about risks and vulnerabilities to influ-

ence risk taking by private agents. Indeed, stress testing results appear in 

financial stability reports of most CBs (for an overview see Cihak, 2007). 

Clearly, external communication is shaped by internal decision making. 

But model requirements can be different. For FS-stress test to have an 

impact, the underlying model has to be tractable and transparent so that 

it can be understood by the target audience such as risk managers in PBs. 

Most importantly, it has to be suitable for story telling to help illustrating 

and quantifying the possible unwinding of vulnerabilities, the transmission 

mechanism from shock to impact and likely ramifications for the financial 

system. Forecast performance may not be the most important aspect for 

this objective.

Unfortunately, different priorities can be conflicting. As already dis-

cussed in the introduction, simple autoregressive specifications may even 

outperform the true model with respect to forecast performance – at 

least for artificially generate data (see Clements and Hendry, 1998). But, 

autoregressive specifications are certainly not granular enough for policy 

1 Business planning is often based on analysing a set of future scenarios. In essence these are stress testing 
exercises. However, the horizon is generally much longer (up to 10 years) and tools are often more rules of 
thumb than full statistical models.
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evaluation or communication as they do not allow for any story telling 

or counterfactual policy analysis. A model may also not be able to cover 

the relevant policy question and be tractable at the same time – some-

thing which is important to ensure transparent communication. Take an 

example from the area of macro modelling.2 Whilst macro models used 

for monetary policy are now relatively concise and hence tractable, macro 

models used for fiscal policy decisions often remain large and complex. 

Policy questions asked of these models can require the modelling of dif-

ferent taxes, tariffs or a wide range of fiscal indicators. Hence, models 
have to be detailed at the micro level and broad at the same time. There-

fore, models are still very much in the spirit of first generation macro 

models with hundreds of equation, where it can well be the case that a 

small change in one leads to unreasonable system dynamics. Nor is the 

forecast performance necessarily good for such large models. However, 

the model enables the (fiscal) policy maker to undertake thought experi-

ments which highlight transmission channels if certain policy parameters 

are changed. Whilst the ultimate point estimates may not be accurate 

such a model based analyses can provide valuable information for the 

policy debate. It is a reoccurring theme throughout the remainder of the 

paper that different objectives may lead to different priorities in model 

design, something which has to be kept in mind when discussing and 

comparing stress testing models.

2 Modelling choices

2.1 STyLISED BUILDING BLOCKS OF CURRENT STRESS TESTING 

MODELS

A consensus view seems to have emerged about the structure of stress 

tests which is summarised in Figure 2 (see e.g. Bunn et al., 2005, or Sorge 

and Virolainen, 2006). As Summer (2007) points out, this model structure 

is essentially rooted in the quantitative risk management framework (see 

McNeil et al., 2005).

From a modelling perspective the starting point of the quantitative 

risk management framework are exposures. These could be the trading 

book of a PB or in the context of FS stress tests the total credit risk expo-

sures of the banking system. It is assumed that the value of these expo-

sures in the future at time T is driven by a set of exogenous systematic 

risk factors. The main part of the stress testing model embodies the data 

generating process, which captures the interdependence of different risk 

2 For a detailed discussion see Smith (2007).
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factors between each other and across time. Finally, the model captures 

the impact of systematic risk drivers on a risk measure for the exposures 

at time T. Once the model is in place, different stress tests scenarios can 

be run. The main objective of the stress test (and data availability) guide 

modelling choices along the way. The underlying issues will be exem-

plified in the next section without giving a full survey of the literature. 

Rather than following the flow of Figure 2, the discussion follows the 

sequence of questions when setting up a stress testing model. Therefore it 

starts with a short discussion about exposures, proceeds to risk measures 

and the data generating process and ends with a short exploration of 

stress testing scenarios.

2.1 ExPOSURES

It is evident that the objective is guiding the choice of exposures which 

should be considered. For PBs, this is generally not a difficult question 

as the exposures modelled in stress tests are the same as the ones PBs 

base their capital models on, i.e. the banking and/or the trading book. 

For FS stress tests the ambition is generally to model the “whole finan-

cial system”. But model and data limitations make this often impossible. 

The starting point for many FS stress tests is therefore to assess the most 

important risks for the financial system. In some sense this is a circular 

question: Without a full FS measurement model it is impossible to know 

which risk type is most important for FS. Given PBs hold capital buffers 

it is not necessarily the case that the most important risks for commercial 

banks (or other financial intermediaries) are the most important ones from 

a system perspective.

The more practical approach for most FS stress tests is to start with 

the banking system because of its pivotal role in the transformation of 

savings into investments and, hence, its position in transmitting FS shocks 

back to the real economy. Within the banking system, stress testing mod-

Figure 2. Schematic view of building blocks of current stress testing models  
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els usually confine themselves to domestic credit risk (see ECB, 2006).3 On 

the one hand, this is due to the fact this risk type is considered to be the 

most important one by size of exposures. On the other hand, the focus 

on domestic rather than international credit exposures is driven by data 

availability and a desire to keep focused, even though international credit 

risk has been modelled as well (see Peseran et al., 2006).

Given different data availabilities some stress tests also model market 

risk exposures of the trading book (Boss et al., 2006), the insurance and 

pension sector (van den End, 2007) or counter party credit risk in the 

interbank market (e.g. see Elsinger et al, 2006). The surprising conclu-

sion of the latter study is that counterparty credit risk is of second order 

importance. Results for pure contagion models seem to support this view 

(see Upper, 2007). For model builders these results suggest that for a first 

order approximation it is not necessary to model counterparty credit risk. 

And it may be useful to concentrate modelling efforts on other areas. 

That said, counter party credit risk models are relative straight forward to 

incorporate. Once the matrix of interbank exposures is known (or derived 

by maximum entropy from data on banks’ balance sheets as commonly 

done), a clearing mechanism ala Eisenberger and Noe (2001) is simple to 

implement.

An important question is whether to consider liabilities. So far, most 

stress tests focus on assets, even though including liabilities is essential 

when aiming to model liquidity risk, which I will discuss in Section 3.2.2. 

But the liability side of the balance sheet is also important when looking at 

net-interest income, which remains the most important source of profits 

for commercial banks even though it has been declining in recent years. 

De Bandt and Oung (2004), Bunn et al. (2005) and Boss et al. (2008) 

capture net-interest income in a reduced form fashion, whilst Drehmann 

et al. (2007) derive a structural model. Their model reveals interesting 

dynamics about the system and confirms that the maturity missmatch 

between assets and liabilities can be an important source of vulnerability 

for PBs.

2.2 THE RISK MEASURES

As pointed out the objective determines the exposures modelled, which in 

turn determine the choice of risk measure to a large extent. But even for 

the same exposures, different risk measures used as summary variables of 

the stress test can be useful for different objectives.

3 Even when only domestic credit exposures are modelled, it is not necessarily the case that these are only 
driven by domestic risk factors. Pesaran et al. (2006) show that for large internationally active firms nation-
al and international macroeconomic factors are important systematic risk factors.
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A basic issue is whether to use a risk measure based on a market-to-

market perspective or an accounting perspective. Whereas the market-

to-market perspective provides a long term view of banks’ health based 

on economic fundamentals, an accounting perspective assesses whether 

there could be future regulatory or liquidity constrains (e.g. when there 

are significant losses in the short run but sufficient profits in the long run 

so that the bank is fundamentally sound but capital adequacy is threat-

ened over a 1 year horizon).4 The choice of perspective should be aligned 

with the accounting standards in the country. This is obvious for PBs. But 

it should also be the case for FS stress tests to enhance communication 

and to ensure comparability of results of private and public players.

The ultimate choice of the risk measure is linked to the objective 

and whether results are used internally or externally. The focus for PBs is 

the optimal risk return trade-off, and risk measures used are for example 

capital adequacy or future profitability. So stress test results are expressed 

in similar terms. Given a different perspective, risk measures for FS stress 

tests could and maybe should be different. CBs use a host of different 

measures in practice. The choice is often guided by data limitations, for 

example when only loan loss provisions rather than credit risk write-offs 

or firm specific data are available. More sophisticated stress tests can look 

not only at losses but at net profits, the number of PB defaults or possible 

lender of last resort injections to recapitalise the banking system (for an 

overview of different measures see Cihak, 2007).

FS stress tests often normalise losses by capital to assess whether the 

banking system is robust or not. This is problematic for two reasons. First, 

banks generally make positive profits which act as the first buffer against 

any losses. Hence, the risk of the stress scenario is possibly overestimated, 

if profits are not stress tested as well (which is rarely the case). Second, 

banks set capital against all risks including market, credit, operational, 

business and reputational risk. All these risks impact on profits and losses, 

but are normally not stress tested, even though they may also crystal-

lise in severe scenarios. Hence, the buffer indicated by capital maybe too 

large. Presentations of the results should highlight these uncertainties.

Another key problem for FS stress test is that representing the finan-

cial system with aggregate variables may be misleading. Take for example 

average capital adequacy for a banking system. Two different stress tests 

may result in average capital adequacy ratios which are well above mini-

mum requirements, even though in one case all banks are solvent whilst 

in the other a major player defaults. From a FS perspective these scenarios 

are clearly different. Stating all individual results, on the other hand, may 

4 For a detailed discussion on this issue see Drehmann et al. (2007).
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not be too useful either. First, this may be resisted because of confiden-

tiality agreements. But second, even presenting interquantile ranges or 

anonymous minima and maxima may distort the message. For overall FS, 

it is not just the capital adequacy but the size of the affected institution 

which is key. A failure of a very small player can be generally absorbed 

by the financial system whilst a large player can create financial instability 

leading to severe real losses. A possible solution could be to not derive the 

simple average but the (size) weighted average, which so far is – surpris-

ingly – not done.

The ultimate variable of interest from a welfare perspective is the real 

economy and hence GDP. Measuring the impact of shocks on banks’ cap-

ital adequacy is in essence only a proxy variable for this. Stress tests have 

not successfully tackled this problem because of formidable technical chal-

lenges. As will become apparent in Section 3.2.3, current models which 

capture the feedbacks from the financial sector back to the real economy 

are in a highly reduced form and therefore not too useful for communica-

tion, nor is it clear how robust they are. Hence, they are of limited use to 

achieve objectives for either CBs or PBs.

2.2.1 The horizon of interest

Related to the ultimate risk measure used is the question over which 

horizon the stress test should be run. Some guiding principles are given 

by the regulatory framework which specifies a ten day horizon for market 

risk and a one year horizon for credit risk. Early FS stress tests also used 

a one year horizon but it has been acknowledge that the emergence of 

severe credit risk losses takes time to trickle through the system. By now 

CB practitioners therefore often use a three year horizon. However, Dreh-

mann et al. (2007) show for one stress test scenario that, while credit 

risk losses take three years to fully impact on banks’ balance sheets, the 

maximum loss occurs after less than two years, if interest rate risk and 

net-interest income are modelled appropriately.

Ultimately, the horizon chosen requires a trade-off between the 

time a vulnerability needs to crystallise and the realism of the modelled 

behavioural responses by market participants and policy makers in times 

of stress. The shorter the horizon, the more realistic it is to assume that 

participants do not or cannot react for example by reducing exposures 

– hence the ten day focus for market risk. However, this may not be suf-

ficient for severe stress to emerge. In essence this question is linked to the 

problem of endogeneity of risk, which I will discuss in Section 3.2. But the 

horizon is also important to assess the key systematic risk drivers which 

should be captured by the model. It is for example obvious that for a ten 
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day horizon macro factors will not play an important role as they fluctuate 

at a much lower frequency. Overall, there is no golden rule for the opti-

mal horizon to consider in a stress test. And again, this question has to be 

decided by the ultimate objective of the stress testing exercise.

2.3 SySTEMATIC RISK FACTORS AND THE MODEL OF THE DATA 

GENERATING PROCESS

The choice of exposures, the risk measure and the time horizon will deter-

mine the set of risk factors which should be sensibly considered. By now 

there is a large literature on this issue, especially in the context of FS stress 

tests (see ECB, 2006, or Sorge and Virolainen, 2007). Therefore, I limit my 

discussion at this point to highlight that the way risk factors are modelled 

should be driven by the objective of the stress tests and the availability of 

data. For explanatory purposes I do this for credit risk only. CreditRisk+ is 

a model heavily used by financial institutions and CBs. Model developers 

admit that the single risk factor specification for CreditRisk+ is driven by 

the lack of data on default correlations (see Credit Suisse, 1997). Further, 

they argue that “no assumptions are made about the cause of default. 

This approach is similar to that taken in market risk management, where 

no assumptions are made about the causes of market price movements. 

This not only reduces the potential for model error but also leads to…an 

analytical tractable model” (Credit Suisse, p.7, 1997).

The objective of CreditRisk+ is risk management and capital adequa-

cy. Hence, the forecast performance and computational speed implied 

by an analytical tractable model are at a premium. Given the statement 

above, it is apparent that the ability to tell stories how a change in a risk 

factor may ripple through the economy and finally impact on defaults of 

exposures is not considered to be important for the model.

An unspecified risk factor is not well suited for story telling and con-

flicts with objectives for stress testing models most central bankers implic-

itly have in mind.5 Further, it is extremely difficult to link the data gener-

ating process of the single risk factor with observable variables. Hence, 

stress test scenarios, based on historical data or a hypothetical scenario, 

are hard if not impossible to implement in a robust and realistic fashion. 

This is one of the key problems PBs face when trying to implement stress 

test for Pillar II purposes of Basel II.

5 Even though central bankers generally do not approach it this way, it should be pointed out that stress tests 
are possible in a model with unobservable risk factors as well. These stress tests would assess changes in 
the underlying data generating process. A stress test in the case of CreditRisk+ could for example be an 
increase in the volatility of the unobserved factor.
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Since the main policy instruments of CBs in the FS arena is primarily 

communication and because of a more macroeconomic background, 

stress tests used by policy makers generally specify macro economic fac-

tors as systematic risk factors. Models considering aggregate variables 

such as write-offs or non-performing loans as their risk measure only 

assume macroeconomic variables (e.g. GDP, interest rates, exchange 

rates) as systematic risk factors (see e.g. Bunn et al., 2005 or Basu et al., 

2006). Models which look at firm specific probabilities of default to con-

struct loss distributions for credit portfolios sometimes assume that macro-

economic factors are the only important systematic risk drivers (Pesaran 

et al., 2006, Jacobsen et al. 2005 or Castren et al., 2007). Other papers 

taking firm specific defaults as inputs into their risk measures follow Wil-

son (1997a,b) and consider firm specific and macroeconomic variables as 

key explanatory variables (see e.g. Boss, 2002). While macro factors are 

informative about the level, firm specific factors help to better predict the 

cross-sectional distribution of default risk (see Carling et al., 2007). There-

fore, it would seem best to consider both. However, questions then have 

to be asked how firm specific factors change during stress. Some, such as 

size, are likely to be unaffected, whilst others such as profitability or lever-

age certainly vary.

The choice of systematic risk factors is closely connected to the 

model of the data generating process. Credit risk models specify the data 

generating process differently. Models range from calibrated distributions 

of the unobserved factor (see e.g. CreditRisk+, 1997), autoregressive 

processes for each underlying macro variable (see e.g. Wilson 1997 a/b, 

or Duffie et al., 2007), reduced form vector autoregressive macro mod-

els (see e.g. Pesaran et al., 2006) or structural macro models (see e.g. 

Haldane et al. 2007). All these models have different benefits in terms of 

forecast performance, computational simplicity and speed, tractability and 

ability to tell stories which means that modellers have to find the right-

offs, which suit their main objective.

If communication is the main objective for a FS stress test, unobserv-

able factors may not be the first modelling choice as they are unsuited for 

storytelling. In contrast, using general equilibrium structural macroeco-

nomic models to forecast the impact of shocks on credit risk may be very 

good in highlighting the key macroeconomic transmission channels. How-

ever, macro models are often computationally very cumbersome. As they 

are designed as tools to support monetary policy decisions they are also 

often too complex for stress testing purposes. For example, it may not be 

straight forward to undertake simple stress tests such as a 40% drop in 

house prices as the model requires that only deep parameters (e.g. prefer-

ences or productivity) are shocked. This may speak to reduced form vec-
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tor autoregressive macro models, which could provide an optimal trade-

off between complexity, ability to tell stories and forecast performance.

It should be pointed out that from a stress testing perspective it 

is certainly hard to use autoregressive processes as model for the data 

generating process. By design, such an approach does not capture the 

interdependence of systematic risk factors. Hence, it constraints the set of 

sensible stress test scenarios which could be undertaken with the model. 

Therefore, when setting out the model of the data generating process the 

desired stress test scenarios should also be kept in mind. Obviously this 

depends on the ultimate objective as well.

2.4 THE STRESS TEST SCENARIO

Stress test scenarios can fully determine the changes of all systematic 

risk factors up to the end of the stress test horizon. This is the case when 

undertaking a historical stress test and all risk factors are changed in line 

with previously observed changes in the stress period. Classical examples 

for such stress test scenarios in the context of market risk are the LTCM 

crisis or 9/11 (see CGFS, 2005).6 But scenarios often contain only factor 

changes for one or two risk factors during a specific time period and the 

model of the data generating process then determines the change of all 

other risk factors conditional on the stress scenario. This is for example 

a scenario which would be impossible to run if the data generating pro-

cess is model by autoregressive processes for each systematic risk factor. 

Often, these stress tests are referred to as hypothetical stress tests and 

common examples in are an increase in oil prices or a drop house prices. 

Furthermore, some stress tests not only specify the initial stress scenario 

but also make assumptions on the data generating process. For example, 

market stress tests often assume a correlation break down in stressed con-

ditions. Other stress tests change model parameters to judge the impact 

of new products (e.g. see Bunn et al., 2004). Berkowitz (2000) is one of 

the few who looks at stress tests from a more conceptual perspective. He 

argues that all scenarios can be categories as one of the four types:

1) simulating shocks which are suspected to occur more frequently than 

historical observations suggest;

2) simulating shocks which have never occurred;

3) simulating shocks that reflect the possibility that statistical patterns 

could break down in some circumstances;

6 Historical stress tests generally require some manipulation as well. For example, modellers have to decide 
whether to use relative or absolute changes of the respective systematic risk factors considered in the 
stress. Further, they have to come up with ways to model new financial products.
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4) simulating shocks that reflect structural breaks which could occur in 

the future.

Within the model framework, these stress tests essentially imply that 

the modeller believes that the true data generating process is different 

from the one embedded in the model. This is certainly a key aspect of 

stress testing. However, Berkowitz’ view on stress testing is too narrow. 

His implicit objective is assessing the robustness of capital. However for 

validation, decision making or communication, running single scenarios 

using the data generating process embedded in the model can provide 

fruitful insights. It has long been known that even experts have problems 

of correctly assessing the impact of a low probabilities event on one vari-

able (e.g. see Kahnemann and Tversky, 1972) let alone on a portfolio of 

correlated exposures. It is, therefore, hard to intuitively understand what 

a severe adverse shock to unidentified risk factor would mean not only 

for losses (which are given by the model) but also for wider economic 

conditions. But understanding these are essential for decision making. It is 

much easier to conjecture the impact of a shock similar to the LTCM crisis 

in 1998. Given that such a scenario can be intuitively grasped it is easier 

linked to setting the risk appetite of a PB or just deriving possible reactions 

as contingency plans if such a scenario were to unfold.

This discussion highlights what is obvious: the objective needs to 

inform the choice of stress testing scenarios. This should be the main 

reference point in deciding whether to run a historical stress test or a 

hypothetical stress test, to draw the scenario randomly from the data 

generating process or specify it and change the data generating process 

at the same time.

3 Challenges

So far I tried to show that modelling choices have to be driven by objec-

tives. However, any stress testing modeller will meet important chal-

lenges. Most of them are well understood (see ECB, 2006), but because 

of their complexity, limited progress has been made. Figure 3 extends the 

schematic representation of stress tests from Figure 2 to indicate where 

these challenges lie along the modelling chain. Data problems are an 

overarching issue, which I discuss first. Then I look at the endogeneity of 

risk which arises because of endogenous behaviour by PBs and the CB, 

liquidity risk and macro feedbacks. In the end I will briefly touch on non-

linearities which can be a result of endogenous behaviour.
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3.1 DATA

Data are rare, especially for severe stress episodes. This is a long stand-

ing problem for FS stress tests. As has been seen already, data availability 

is often an important consideration in what exposures to model and 

which risk measure to adopt. It should be stressed that full data avail-

ability would not solve all problems. For example, very few stress tests 

endogenise cyclical variations in loss given default (LGD) because of data 

problems. It is well known that LGDs are cyclical (see Altman et al., 2005) 

even though recent research has highlighted that the underlying relations 

are complex and the ultimate amount recovered is highly contract spe-

cific (e.g. see Davydenko and Franks, 2008). An all encompassing model 

should take these issues into account. However, the desire to incorporate 

every contractual detail would inevitably lead to an enormous model with 

millions of underlying data points and hundred of equations. Such a mod-

el would likely have limited forecast performance and would be rather 

intractable and therefore not suitable for any objective. 

One frequently cited reason for the lack of data is a result of rapid 

innovation in financial markets, with a multitude of players and products 

emerging continuously. Historically stress often emerges after periods 

of market liberalisation or around financial innovations, with the recent 

turmoil providing an excellent example. Innovations are nearly impossible 

to capture by models as they can change the endogenous relationships 

within the system and hence parameters used to model the data generat-

ing process.

Rather than arguing that a lack of data and changing financial sys-

tems invalidate stress testing models, I argue the opposite: stress tests are 

well suited to address these problems as long as users are aware of the 

assumptions made. Going back to LGDs. As long as cyclical LGDs do not 

Figure 3. Challenges for stress testing models

Note: Words in italics indicate challenges for stress testing models. 
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change the dynamic properties of the data generating process7 but only 

the level of losses in case a debtor defaults, it may for example be suf-

ficient for risk management purposes to “stress test” a portfolio credit risk 

model by assuming that LGDs are as low as the lowest historical observa-

tion or even lower. In practice this is often done as such a stress test can 

provide some comfort about the level of capital. This may already be suf-

ficient, depending on the objective. However, when communicating the 

results it should be kept in mind that numbers generated by such a stress 

testing model are not accurate point estimates but only provide an assess-

ment about possible downside risks.

The same can be done for new financial instruments where no data 

are available, especially not during stressed conditions. For example, Bunn 

et al. (2004) assess the impact of buy-to-let mortgages on FS. In the early 

years of this decade, buy-to-let mortgages were a new financial prod-

uct in the UK, mentioned frequently as a possible FS risk. As no historic 

default series were observed, the authors just assumed that buy-to-let 

mortgages were up four times more sensitive to changes in house prices 

than normal mortgages. By running several stress test scenarios, this exer-

cise showed that even with extreme assumptions buy-to-let mortgages 

hardly posed a FS threat to the UK.

Whilst stress test can address some of the problems posed by a 

lack of data and a changing FS system, the underlying problem remains: 

standard parametric econometric techniques require sufficient data which 

is often not given. This can lead to large errors in the econometric speci-

fication of the data generating process. Therefore, a lack of data will limit 

the forecast performance of any stress testing model – especially as the 

focus of stress tests are the tails of the distribution.

As a first step, model outputs should therefore not only present point 

estimates. Even though this is generally not done, error bands could either 

be based on standard statistical techniques (see Hanson and Schuerman, 

2006, or Drehmann et al., 2006) or on judgement (see Haldane et al., 

2007). The lack of model robustness also implies that many assumptions 

have to be made. These can significantly alter the results. As a second 

step, this means that models should be run under different assumptions 

as Cihak (2007) rightly stresses. And it is also important that this has to be 

made transparent to the broader audience of the model results. 

However, modellers may want to consider different econometric 

methods. It is for example surprising that Bayesian methods are not more 

frequently used for risk management models. Such an approach seems 

7 Apriori feedbacks cannot be excluded. In the case of mortgages, for example, higher LGDs are linked to 
lower house prices and lower house prices in turn may induce higher mortgage defaults in subsequent peri-
ods.
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especially useful in an environment where people’s priors deviate from 

observable data as is for example the case for low default portfolios. 

Alternatively, Segoviano and Padilla (2007) successfully deal with limited 

data by using non parametric models based on entropy. Their model pro-

vides robust estimates even for data series with less than 20 data points.

3.2 THE ENDOGENEITy OF RISK

Danielsson and Shin (2002) discuss endogenous and exogenous risk by 

reviewing the problems of the Millennium Bridge in London. The Millen-

nium Bridge is a foot bridge over the Thames. After the opening week-

end, it had to be immediately closed down because of safety concerns. 

When designing the bridge engineers had assumed a limited number of 

pedestrians which would walk with different rhythms so that the result-

ing vibrations would cancel each other out. In essence they assumed risk 

to be exogenous. However, an unexpected large number crowd wanted 

to see the bridge for the opening weekend. Given the flexible design of 

the bridge small oscillations emerged. In turn these lead people to sway in 

step, increasing the amplitude of the oscillation and amplifying the origi-

nal shock in an ever increasing feedback loop. This story highlights how 

small exogenous shocks can have a disproportional impact because of an 

endogenous behavioural response.

In financial systems, the endogeneity of risk can emerge for several 

reasons. Below I discuss endogenous behaviour by PBs, the CB, macro 

feedbacks and liquidity risk in more detail. Endogenous behaviour will 

also give rise to non-linearities which are discussed in the last sub-section. 

Developing models which are able to capture the endogeneity of risk is 

possibly the most important challenge risk management models and stress 

tests need to meet. Once risk is endogenous, it is well known that stand-

ard risk management models break down (see e.g. Danielsson, 2002).

3.2.1 Endogenous behaviour

Endogenous risk is essentially due to endogenous behavioural reactions 

by agents in the economy including the policy maker. This is also true for 

macro feedbacks and liquidity risk. Given their importance it is however 

worth to discuss them separately. As shown in Figure 2, stress tests are 

a chain from an exogenous shock via the data generating process to the 

impact on banks’ balance sheets. Exogenous behavioural responses are 

important at several stages (see Figure 3).

First, in standard stress tests exposures only change because some 

default occurs and/or their market value changes. Implicitly, PBs are sit-
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ting on their initial portfolio allocation during the stress event without 

trying to hedge losses or realign their portfolio. Over a one to three year 

horizon, this is clearly unrealistic. Most modellers are aware of this prob-

lem. But the model structure hides this issue. Once the maturity structure 

of PBs balance sheets is taken into account, endogenous behaviour has to 

be addressed. Drehmann et al. (2007) model assets and liabilities as well 

as their respective maturity structure to capture interest rate risk in the 

banking book. A large part of the book has a maturity below one year. 

Hence, even for a one year stress test, the question has to be addressed 

what the PB (and depositors) is doing once assets (and liabilities) mature 

or can be repriced.

An ideal model would consider full portfolio optimisation. This has 

been done by the operations research literature discussing stochastic 

programming models for dynamic asset and liability management.8 But 

even the latest papers can only undertake this modelling exercise for trad-

able assets funded with a simple cash account (see Jobst et al., 2006). 

Drehmann et al. (2007) therefore use a simple rule of thumb. They 

assume that PBs as well as depositors are passive, i.e. that they continue 

to invest in the same assets with the same risk characteristics as before.9 

Clearly, rules of thumb are not ideal. However, it is a first step in model-

ling endogenous behaviour. De Bandt and Oung (2004) follow a different 

strategy. Rather than building a structural model, they establish a rela-

tionship between the demand and supply for credit and the state of the 

economy. Hence, balance sheet adjustments by PBs are accounted for in a 

reduced form fashion.

Second, when talking about endogenous behaviour, it is crucial to 

consider the policy makers as well. If the model of the systematic risk driv-

ers is reduced form, then the (average past) CB policy response is already 

embedded in the data generating process. To clarify this, assume that 

the events of the summer 2007 are run as a historical stress test scenario 

using the observed changes in market prices. The latter are, however, a 

result of the stress event as well as CBs liquidity interventions. Hence, 

by re-running this scenario, a similar CB reaction is implicitly assumed. 

Market participants may reasonably expect this in the future if a similar 

scenario would unfold again. However, if this stress test is run by a central 

banker aiming to explore the robustness of the system with and without 

policy interventions, this is obviously a problem.

8 For an overview over this literature see Zenios and Ziemba (2007).
9 Drehmann et al. also have to make an assumption about the re-investment of positive profits. The model-

ling framework is generally flexible enough to also look at rules of thumb where balance sheets are increas-
ing or portfolio realignment occurs. Alessandri and Drehmann (2007) base a full economic capital model on 
the same set-up.
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Reduced form macro models representing the data generating pro-

cess share a similar problem as past interest rate decisions are embedded 

in the data generation process. If a structural macro models is used to 

capture the dependence of macro risk factors, most stress tests do not 

model the behaviour explicitly but rely on an estimated Taylor rule, i.e. 

they assume that the CB mechanically sets interest rates to minimise 

deviations in inflation and output. It is well known that this assumption 

imposes problems in generating severe stress scenarios. For example, 

a severe shock to the housing market would lead to a reduction of the 

interest rate, which dampens the impact of the initial shock on banks bal-

ance sheets as interest rates are an important driver for corporate and 

household defaults. Without additional shocks to inflation, it is therefore 

very hard to generate consistent scenarios where interest rates rise whilst 

house prices fall, even though this was the case for example in the early 

1990s recession in the UK, which was a stress event for PBs.

No easy answers can be given how best to start modelling endo-

genous behaviour. However, it is already important to be aware of the 

problem. A first step could be to explore rules of thumb for both policy 

makers and PBs. In practice this would force PBs to start thinking not only 

about their behavioural responses but also what other market participants 

would do. The latter step is important for understanding systemic risk in 

general and liquidity risk in particular.

3.2.2. Liquidity risk

Liquidity risk crystallizes because of an endogenous behavioural response 

by agents. In the classic paper on liquidity risk by Diamond and Dybvig 

(1983), agents run because other agents run.10 The modern literature 

on bank runs (Goldstein and Pautzner, 2005) establishes that behaviour 

by depositors is not driven by sun-spots but by negative information. It 

is not only funding liquidity risk but also market liquidity risk which can 

affect the overall stability of the financial system. Markets may be illiquid 

because of informational frictions as is the case in the classical markets for 

lemons (Akerlof, 1970). And market liquidity more broadly may dry up 

because of behavioural responses by agents when they for example with-

draw their money from weak performing funds (see Vayanos, 2004) or if 

there is a negative feedback loop between funding and market liquidity 

10 In lack of a common definition, I mean by market liquidity the ability to sell assets at fair value with imme-
diacy and by funding liquidity the ability to satisfy the demand for money (see Drehmann and Nikolaou, 
2008).
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risk (see for example Gromb and Vayanos 2002 and Brunnemeier and 

Pedersen 2006).11

Market participants would argue that such spirals have happened, for 

example during the LTCM crisis or more recently during the turmoil in the 

summer 2007. Rather than aiming to embed these spirals into the model 

themselves, market practitioners use these events as historical stress tests. 

If these scenarios are indeed representative of market liquidity dry ups 

and the main objective of the stress test is to assess the robustness of 

capital, this may be a valid strategy. Said that, such an approach cannot 

reveal much about the underlying transmission mechanism and hence it is 

less well suited for FS stress tests.

Therefore, and because PBs are generally illiquid before they are 

insolvent, some FS stress tests aim to incorporate liquidity risk (see Jenkin-

son, 2007). However, making empirical progress on these questions 

remains difficult. First, to measure liquidity risk, not only assets but also 

liabilities and off-balance sheet items and their respective maturities have 

to be considered. This expands the universe of necessary data consider-

ably. PBs own approaches rely on vast amounts of confidential data which 

are changing continuously and rapidly, especially during stress. This limits 

their use from an FS perspective. Second, data on behavioural responses 

by depositors and counterparties in the interbank market are also rare. 

Therefore, liquidity stress tests are based on rules of thumb rather than on 

empirical relationships. Using bidding data from open market operations, 

Drehmann and Nikolaou (2008) are so far the only study which measures 

funding liquidity risk with data available to CBs. They are able to cap-

ture the recent turmoil but data restrictions imply that they can measure 

liquidity risk only over a one week horizon. It remains unclear how their 

approach could be incorporated into a model with a much longer horizon. 

The more general problem is that the link between shocks to solvency, 

modelled by current stress tests, and liquidity is even less clear.

3.2.3 Macro feedbacks

There is strong evidence that system wide solvency and liquidity crises in 

the banking system lead to significant costs in terms of loss of GDP (e.g. 

Hoggarth et al., 2002). But so far, linking the real and the financial sector 

has proven to be difficult. Christiano et al. (2007) for example build on 

the financial accelerator literature (see Bernanke et al. 1999) and include 

11 The intuition behind these spirals is as follows. Assume a severe drop in asset prices which induces higher 
margin calls. If the funding liquidity of PBs is constrained, higher margin calls can only be satisfied by selling 
assets. This lowers asset prices further if many PBs have to raise cash because of a lack of market liquidity. 
In turn this raises margin calls, leading to increased funding liquidity demands and so forth. Whilst such a 
spiral is theoretically understood it is very hard to model empirically. For a survey on asset market feedbacks 
see Shim and von Peter (2007).
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an aggregate banking/financial sector in a dynamic stochastic general 

equilibrium model. They find that this sector is a source of shocks which 

can account for a significant portion of business cycle fluctuations. But the 

sector is also an important amplification mechanism. 

Whilst this is an interesting macro model, it is of limited use for FS 

stress tests. As has been vehemently argued by Goodhart in many publi-

cations (see e.g. Goodhart et al. 2006) and should also be clear from the 

discussion on risk measures above, it is important to model heterogene-

ous actors within the financial system. A single financial sector will mask 

many of the important relationships. For example, different PBs may have 

different preferences. Hence, they may take different risks and the most 

risky ones are likely to fail first. Further, aggregate (funding) liquidity con-

ditions are set by the CB. As long as it does not make any massive policy 

mistakes, the level of aggregate liquidity is not an issue even in crises. 

But the distribution of liquidity across institution certainly is, as an institu-

tion short of liquidity will fail. Given interbank markets such a failure may 

induce contagion to other banks – i.e. counter party credit risk– with dif-

ferent ramifications for the real economy depending on how many and 

which banks fail.

From many private discussions I know that most modellers at CBs 

intend to extend the model set-up depicted in Figure 2 by implementing 

a feedback loop from the risk measure – i.e. banks’ losses – back to the 

model of the data generating process. If a large structural macro model 

is used as a model of the data generating process, an intuitive possibility 

could be to link the risk premia and availability of investment funds to the 

capital adequacy of banks. There is indeed empirical evidence that invest-

ment is a negatively related to conditions in the banking sector (see Peek 

and Rosengreen, 2000, or Dell’Ariccia et al. 2005). But I am not aware 

of any stress testing model which links the banking sector and the real 

economy. The only successful approaches so far are reduced-form models, 

which are different in nature than the standard stress testing model set-up 

depicted in Figure 2. 

These models are essentially large scale vector autoregressive models 

(VAR) and based on the same idea of linking the standard set of macro 

factors with risk measures of the financial system.12 Aspaches et al. (2006) 

use a cross country approach and proxy financial sector risk by bank 

defaults and bank profitability. Jacobsen et al. (2005) do not explicitly 

model banks but set-up a panel VAR modelling macro factors and the 

likelihood of default for Swedish companies. They find that macro feed-

12 Hoggarth et al. (2005) develop a macro VAR model which includes write-offs by PBs as a risk measure. In 
contrast to the other papers cited above they find little evidence of feedbacks.
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backs can have important implications and that sometimes monetary 

policy and FS objectives can conflict. De Graeve et al. (2007) follow the 

approach of Jacobsen et al. (2005) but use PDs for the German banks 

directly. They show that a negative monetary policy shock impacts signifi-

cantly on the robustness of the banking sector, but only once the feed-

back from bank PDs back to the macro economy is allowed for.

Whilst these models are of limited use for PBs, they provide CBs with 

some quantitative indications about the importance of macro feedbacks. 

However, given their highly reduced form nature, there are not well suited 

for communication. Furthermore, the endogenous response by the policy 

maker is already embedded in the model, which is not desirable if the 

model is used to analyse counterfactual policy experiments.

3.2.4 Non-linearities

Policy makers frequently argue that non-linearities will emerge during 

stress (e.g. see Haldane et al., 2007, ECB 2006).13 Conceptually, it is not 

entirely clear what policy makers really mean by this and it is therefore 

worth to disentangle various aspects. On the one hand, non-linearities are 

a result of endogenous behavioural responses. On the other hand, models 

may not capture them because they are econometrically misspecified. 

Standard parametric econometrics generally imposes a log-linear 

specification on the model of the data generating process. This is also 

done for macro economic models. Given their objective is to forecast 

the mean outcome around the equilibrium, results may be acceptable 

as mistakes made may be not too large.14 This cannot be expected for 

extreme stress events. Stress testing modellers therefore have to assess 

where significant non-linearities can arise. For example, given the binary 

nature of default the link between systematic risk factors and credit risk 

is often modelled in a nonlinear fashion for example as a probit specifica-

tion (see Wilson 1997 a/b) or based on a Merton type model (see Dreh-

mann, 2005, or Pesaran et al., 2006). Drehmann et al. (2006) show that 

even for probit specifications non-linearities may not be sufficiently well 

captured. Accounting for the non-linear nature of the data generating 

process, they show that stress test results are significantly different. It is a 

question, however, whether tackling this type of non-linearities is of high 

importance, especially if the objective is communication. Modelling non-

linearities in the underlying data generating process will not reveal any 

13 Mathematically, a model has non-linearities if the impact of a three standard deviation shock is not simply 
three times the impact of a one standard deviation shock.

14 A log-linear specification can mathematically be interpreted as first order Taylor approximation of true data 
generating process (see Jordà, 2005). But for severe stress events in the tail of the distribution such an 
approximation cannot hold.
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more about the transmission mechanism from shock to impact. Clearly, it 

will change the level of different stress test scenarios,15 which is important 

if the objective is risk management.

Non-linearities may also arise because of jumps or switching between 

multiple equilibria. This can be a result of endogenous behavioural reac-

tions and is presumably really what policy makers care about. Jumps 

and multiple equilibria are central to models about funding and market 

liquidity discussed above. One possible avenue to explore, is modelling 

these endogenous non-linear reaction with a structural model. As the 

previous discussion highlights this is difficult. Another possibility could 

be to capture them by models with regime shifts. So far, I am only aware 

of one model. Bruche and Gonzalez-Aguado (2008) use a latent, unob-

served factor model to capture the dynamic join distribution of default 

probabilities and recovery rates in the US. In terms of forecast perform-

ance, they find that this model outperforms models based on observable 

macro factors. But as pointed out before, such a modelling approach is 

not well suited for communication but could be useful for decision mak-

ing. It seems a fruitful avenue for future research to assess how important 

regime shifts are and whether they could be practically incorporated into 

risk management and stress testing models.

4 What’s next?

Modellers have to cope with a lack of data, as this cannot be changed at 

least within the medium run. The endogeneity of risk, however, is an area 

where progress can be made. So far all stress testing models essentially 

follow the set-up depicted in Figure 2, except the highly reduced-form 

models discussed to capture macro feedbacks back to the real economy. 

The only exception is the work stream by Goodhart et al. (2004, 2005, 

2006 a,b)16 who theoretically derive general equilibrium models with 

incomplete markets where agents are heterogeneous and default can 

occur. As stressed by Goodhart et al., both of these features are essen-

tial when aiming to model FS. The model by Goodhart et al. goes well 

beyond the standard stress testing models as all agents, in all markets, 

in all states of the world are fully optimising over quantities, prices and 

defaults. The model is therefore able to address some of the problems 

discussed above, most importantly endogenous behaviour. Modelling 

defaults in a general equilibrium framework is one of the key challenges 

for their set up. In the classic Arrow-Debreu model it is implicitly assumed 

15 For univariate models, non-linearities will also not change the rank ordering of different scenarios.
16 The theoretical model to assess financial stability is based on Tsomocos (2003a,b).
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that all agents honour their obligations, and thus there is no possibility of 

default. Hence, Goodhart et al. follow Shubic and Wilson (1977) and treat 

default as the repayment rate which is endogenously chosen by agents. In 

this sense defaults are partial and voluntary. Even though Tsomocos and 

Zicchino (2005) show that there is a an equivalence between a general 

equilibrium model with incomplete markets and a model where default is 

endogenous, this model structure makes it already hard to communicate 

with senior CB management or PBs as they see default as an exogenous 

event. Communication is also not fostered by the complexity and intrac-

tability of the model.

Ultimately, calibrating and finding computational solutions for the 

model are the major difficulties. So far this has only been tried for the 

UK (Goodhart et al., 2006b) and Colombia (Saade et al. 2006). In both 

cases, it was only possible to implement a highly stylised model with three 

different banks17, two states of the world (stress and no stress) and two 

time periods. Even in this case, calibration proves difficult. As Saade et al. 

(2006) explain, some parameters such as policy variables are observed, 

some can be calibrated using econometric methods (e.g. the income elas-

ticity) and others such as the occurrence of the stressed state or default 

penalties are arbitrarily imposed. Saade et al. replicate the Columbian 

banking crisis in 1997–1999. For some model variables (such as the vol-

ume of mortgage loans) the model seems to perform well. For others, 

such as GDP, projections are far off true developments.

An alternative is therefore to extend the model set-up in Figure 2 

to the model depicted in Figure 3. The most ambitious project in this 

regard is currently undertaken by the Bank of England (see Jenkinson, 

2007). As a starting point it takes the structure of the standard Bank of 

England stress testing model (see Bunn et al. 2005 and Haldane et al., 

2007) which covers the macro economy, credit risk and banks net interest 

profits. Following the Austrian central bank's model (see Boss et al. 2006), 

the basic structure is extended to include market risk exposures of banks 

and counter party credit risk. Additionally, interest rate risk is modelled 

structurally along the lines of Drehmann and Alessandri (2007). The aim 

is to also cover macro feedbacks as well as market and funding liquidity 

risk. Because of a lack of data, robust estimates for the latter may not be 

possible and hence these channels may be very much based on rules of 

thumb. Nonetheless, the model breaks important new ground and will 

certainly highlight interesting FS channels. First model results suggest for 

example that the distribution of systemic risk, if measured as the aggre-

17 In the model there is a one to one relationship between a class of households and a PB. Hence, there are 
also three different types of households.
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gate loss distribution of the banking system, may be bi-model (see Jenkin-

son, 2007).18

Such a model may be the only possible solution to deal with the limi-

tations of current stress tests. However, an important drawback for this 

approach is that it does not break with the modular structure inherent in 

all current stress testing models. This implies that there will be most likely 

empirical as well as theoretical inconsistencies across modules.19 Given 

piece-wise estimation it is also likely that model errors add up with impor-

tant implications for the robustness of the model. There is also a clear 

danger that such a model will become so complex and non-transparent, 

that only a few highly specialised economists are able to understand the 

dynamics of the model if parameters are changed. Lack of model robust-

ness and high degree of complexity may ultimately limit its usefulness for 

external communication, which is an important consideration as this is the 

main objective of FS analysis for a non-supervisor CB.

That said, engaging in a model building process is already an impor-

tant step in deepening the understanding of FS and its system dynamics. 

Limitations of these models will certainly remain. But an overall FS model 

can already provide useful inputs into the policy debate and help com-

munication efforts, as long as these limitations are made transparent and 

model results are presented carefully.

5 Conclusions

In this article I look at the objectives, challenges and modelling choices 

stress tests. I argue that for model builders as well as model users it is 

essential to understand the main objective of the stress tests. Different 

objectives highlighted are validation, communication and decision mak-

ing. Sometimes these objectives imply different and possibly conflicting 

priorities for model design. The main building blocks of stress tests are 

then discussed in the light of different objectives and the article con-

cludes with a discussion about the key challenges for current stress test-

ing models and how they could be addressed. The endogeneity of risk is 

the main issue for standard risk management models as it challenges the 

fundamentals of the current model set-ups which assume a chain from an 

exogenous shock via the data generating process to the impact on banks’ 

balance sheets.

Finally I want to point out that a successful stress testing model is 

not only designed with a clear objective in mind, but suitable instruments 

18 It should be pointed out that this result relies on an extreme assumption for market risk.
19 An easy to make mistake would for example be to treat interest rates as I(1) variable in one module but 

I(0) in another.
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are identified with which the objective can be achieved. Summer (2007) 

highlights, that PBs understand their objectives and instruments much 

better than CBs. PBs ultimate objective is to maximise shareholder value 

by taking and managing risks so that an optimal risk return trade-off is 

achieved. Stress tests contribute to this objective by deepening the under-

standing of risks. And if issues are identified, the PB has clear instruments 

to address problems for example by raising more capital, setting limits or 

reducing exposures. Instruments for CBs to address FS issues are more 

ambiguous. In general, interest rates are set to ensure price stability. Dur-

ing the recent financial turmoil CBs have successfully used open market 

operations to address FS issues. However, by design these instruments 

are focused narrowly at providing liquidity for a specific horizon (e.g. one 

week), to ensure the appropriate implementation of the monetary policy 

stance. No other issues, such as the building up of FS vulnerabilities, can 

be addressed. Therefore, the main instrument used to address FS is com-

munication with financial institutions.

There is however a question how much this can ultimately achieve. 

For example, the most recent turmoil should give some pause for 

thought. Notwithstanding that the asset-backed commercial paper mar-

ket was not specifically highlighted as possible vulnerability, CBs around 

the globe had identified complex financial products, high leverage and 

trading in illiquid markets as FS risks before the turmoil (see IMF 2007; 

Bank of England 2007; ECB 2007; and Geithner 2007). And publications 

demonstrate that these calls were acknowledged by the banking industry 

(see CRMPG 2005; and IFRI-CRO Forum 2007). Nonetheless the crisis 

occurred. Can we conclude that communication had no impact? Would 

the crisis have been worse without FS reports? Maybe CB warnings were 

not acted upon this time. But given that CBs made valid attempts to iden-

tify the vulnerabilities, their reputations should be enhanced. But does 

this mean that the private sector will be more responsive in the future? 

Finding answers on these questions is not easy. Ultimately, I remain 

doubtful about how much communication can achieve given considerable 

uncertainties and the incentives for risk taking by PBs. For communication 

to become more than “cheap talk” it seems essential to develop reliable 

measures of FS and link those to policy instruments such as regulations. 

As Summer (2007) points out, the link between stress tests as a measure 

of FS and concrete policy instruments is so far uncharted territory. I hope 

that the continued development and use of stress tests with all their ben-

efits and limitations will foster this debate. This, and capturing the endo-

geneity of risk in stress testing models, is certainly needed.
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